
About Rossen Law Firm:

More than just lawyers, we're warriors for justice. At Rossen Law Firm, we don't just handle
cases, we fight for lives. We believe everyone deserves a champion, and our team of six
battle-tested attorneys and passionate legal warriors are here to be yours. From DUIs and
white-collar crimes to federal charges and domestic violence, we navigate the complexities of
the legal system with fierce dedication and unwavering compassion. Join us and step into the
heart of criminal defense, where your contributions make a real difference in real cases helping
real people.

About Our Summer Internship Program:

Ready to dive into the adrenaline-pumping world of criminal law? This competitive 12-week
summer internship is your chance to gain invaluable exposure and hands-on experience you
won't find anywhere else. We're not just offering coffee runs and filing – we're talking shadowing
real courtroom drama, assisting with high-stakes cases, and learning from the best in the
business. This is your launchpad to a legal career, and we're providing the fuel.

Why Apply?

Do you crave justice? Are you intellectually curious, fiercely determined, and eager to make a
difference? If you see yourself fighting for the rights of others and envision a career steeped in
legal strategy and courtroom action, then this internship was made for you.

This is more than just an internship – it's an immersion into the thrilling world of criminal defense
where you'll develop valuable skills, gain practical knowledge, and network with industry
leaders. This is your chance to stand out from the crowd and launch your legal journey with a
bang.

Who Are We Looking For?

We're searching for a select few superstars (8 to be exact!). Are you ambitious, adaptable,
and possess an insatiable hunger for learning? Do you thrive in fast-paced environments and
embrace challenges with a smile? We welcome both undergraduate and law school students
with a fire in their bellies and a genuine passion for justice. Show us why you're a perfect fit by
sending us a compelling cover letter that highlights your unique skills and unwavering
commitment.



What is the RLF Summer Internship Program Like?

Get ready to roll up your sleeves and dive in! As a summer intern, you'll:

● Witness the heart of the legal system firsthand by observing court proceedings,
depositions, and inter-office training sessions.

● Become an active participant by engaging with legal documents, assisting with legal
tasks, and writing on legal topics.

● Develop your research and analytical skills as you support our paralegals and attorneys
in achieving their goals.

● Take on special projects tailored to your interests and skills, gaining unique experiences
beyond the ordinary.

● Collaborate with a dedicated team of passionate individuals who will mentor and guide
you every step of the way.

● Compete in internship-wide challenges designed to test your mettle and sharpen your
skills.

Logistics:

● Dates: May 20, 2024 - August 9, 2024 (12 weeks)
● Location: 6400 N Andrews Ave, Suite 510, Fort Lauderdale FL 33309
● Compensation: Non-compensated (school credit possible)
● Application Deadline: April 5, 2024
● How to Apply: Submit a cover letter, resume, transcript, and writing sample via email to

hello@rossenlawfirm.com (subject line: RLF Summer Internship Program)

Don't just dream of justice, be the one who fights for it. Apply today and join the Rossen
Law Firm team!


